
LESSON 12: How can we use light to detect whether there are planets around other
stars?

PREVIOUS LESSON We considered what might be outside of our solar system and brainstormed where to go next. We wondered if there are systems around other stars, so we read
an article about looking at images of stars through a telescope. The reading didn’t answer our questions because we didn’t see planets around other stars with
our eyes, but we were not quite convinced that this means there definitely are not systems there, so we wanted to look at other kinds of evidence.

THIS LESSON

INVESTIGATION, PUTTING PIECES
TOGETHER

3 days

We compare two arguments about whether or not other star systems include planets, and decide what
additional evidence is needed to support either argument. We use a model of a star system to generate light
curve data to establish what the data would look like if a star did have a planet orbiting it. We look at light curve
data and see that there appear to be many stars with planets. Finally, we consider the limitations of using light
curves to detect planets passing in front of a star, and decide that there must be many more planets out there
that we cannot detect.

NEXT LESSON We will use our experience with sunsets to think about how the color of light changes as it passes through the atmosphere of a planet. We will play with prisms to
determine that sunlight is made up of all the colors. We will obtain information about how astronomers use color, which will tell us about the wavelength of light,
to learn more about the properties of exoplanets.

BUILDING TOWARD NGSS

MS-ESS1-1, MS-ESS1-2, MS-ESS1-
3, MS-PS2-4, MS-PS4-2

WHAT STUDENTS WILL DO

12.A Use a model of a star system to generate light curve data to test ideas about what patterns could indicate the presence of planets orbiting a
very distant star in our galaxy.

12.B Consider the limitations of using light curves to detect planets passing in front of a star that is so distant we cannot see the system directly
and evaluate how this might affect the accuracy of the conclusions we draw from the data about the prevalence of planets in other star systems.

12.C Students compare two arguments about whether or not other star systems include planets, analyze the use of evidence, decide what
additional evidence is needed to support either argument, and use patterns in the data to provide that evidence.

WHAT STUDENTS WILL FIGURE OUT

Scientists analyze the amount of light coming from a star to collect evidence for orbiting planets. They look for dips in the light that could
be caused by a planet blocking the light from the star as it orbits.
This method for detecting exoplanets could miss a lot. We will only be able to see evidence of the exoplanets if they are big enough, and
angled so that their orbits pass between their star and us.
The fact that we are still seeing so many planets using this method, even though it is flawed, makes us think that most stars in the sky do
have planets orbiting around them and maybe even moons, asteroids, and comets as well.



Lesson 12 • Learning Plan Snapshot
Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

1 10 min NAVIGATION
Remind students why we are here and introduce two fictional arguments about
star systems.

A-B Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars

2 15 min PREPARE TO MODEL THE SYSTEM
Consider other data we can collect from light, and how we could model our
system to predict patterns that would indicate the presence of a planet.

C-G

3 15 min COLLECT DATA FROM THE MODEL
Model our system and collect data from a distance with light meters to establish a
pattern we could look for to indicate a planet.

H Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars, light meter, two empty toilet
paper tubes, 1-inch foam sphere, skewer, light bulb, bulb socket, extension
cord, plastic clamp

4 5 min NAVIGATION
Engage students in summarizing what we are trying to figure out using the model.

I

End of day 1

5 5 min NAVIGATION
Take a moment to reorient students to what we are doing and why.

J

6 15 min GRAPH OUR DATA
Students graph the data that they collected from the model, both when there was
a planet and when there was not.

K Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars

7 10 min BUILDING UNDERSTANDING OF LIGHT CURVES
Facilitate a Building Understandings Discussion to describe a pattern that will
indicate the presence of a planet or planets around a star.

L

8 10 min ANALYZE LIGHT CURVES FROM OTHER STARS
Analyze light curve data to determine if planet systems exist around stars that are
outside of our solar system.

M-P Does this star system have a planet?, Kepler Light Curve Data

9 5 min NAVIGATION AND EXIT TICKET
Look at how many planets Kepler discovered, and complete an exit ticket to
consider the limitations of the light curve analysis method.

Q-R

End of day 2

10 13 min NAVIGATION AND LIMITATIONS DISCUSSION
Use the exit tickets as a jumping off point to discuss the limitations of this method
of detecting exoplanets.

R-S

11 20 min ASSESSMENT
Students justify an argument with new evidence from light curves.

T-U Light Curve Data Assessment



Part Duration Summary Slide Materials

12 5 min ADD TO OUR PROGRESS TRACKER
Students record what they figured out in the Progress Tracker.

V

13 7 min NAVIGATION
Introduce the word exoplanet and assign optional home learning. We want to
know more about what these planets are like, so we can answer our questions
about life in space.

W-Y (optional) New York Times: Kepler, the Little NASA Spacecraft That Could, No
Longer Can

End of day 3



Lesson 12 • Materials List
per student per group per class

Lesson materials Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars
science notebook
Does this star system have a planet?
Light Curve Data Assessment
(optional) New York Times: Kepler, the Little NASA Spacecraft That Could, No Longer Can

light meter
two empty toilet paper tubes
1-inch foam sphere
skewer
light bulb
bulb socket
extension cord
plastic clamp
Kepler Light Curve Data

Materials preparation (40 minutes)
Review teacher guide, slides, and teacher references or keys (if applicable).

Make copies of handouts and ensure sufficient copies of student references, readings, and procedures are available.

Prepare chart paper for posters. The posters you will make in this lesson are as follows:
Outside of Our Solar System

Be sure you have materials ready to add the following words to the Word Wall and/or a personal glossary: light curve, exoplanet. Do not post these on the Wall until after your class has
developed a shared understanding of their meaning.



Lesson 12 • Where We Are Going and NOT Going
Where We Are Going

We have been investigating the possibility of life outside of our solar system, but before we think about the conditions for life, we need to know where life could exist outside of our solar
system, or if there even is anything out there. In this lesson, students discover that other stars do indeed have planets going around them, using data from exoplanetary transits gathered by the
Kepler Mission.

Where We Are NOT Going

Students will not explore alternative methods for detecting exoplanets such as doppler spectroscopy (radial velocity), astrometry, or direct imaging. There is an optional extension opportunity
for students to learn more about these methods at the end of Lesson 13.



10 min

LEARNING PLAN for LESSON 12
1 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars

Remind students why we are here. Present slide A. Say, Last time, we looked at these images of stars in telescopes. What did we notice? Look for
students to say that they just look like stars.

Say, Does that mean they don’t have planets around them like our solar system? We considered this as an exit ticket last time we were together. There
were a lot of different opinions on the exit tickets.

Introduce two fictional arguments. Present slide B, which has two fictional arguments from students who disagree on whether or not there
could be planets around other stars, based on the same evidence we have. These are also on Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars.

Kasia - There are clearly no planets around these stars. I can see the evidence right here with my eyes. When I look at
these stars through a telescope, there are no planets visible.

Tomi - But what if the planet was behind the star when we took the picture? Or what if our telescope isn’t strong enough?
I still think there could be planets around these stars.

Keep the class focused on the evidence. Say, Even if you have other evidence that makes you think there are not planets outside of our solar
system, or that there are planets outside of our solar system, let’s consider the evidence we have right now.

Pose the questions on the slide as a Stop and Jot. Possible student responses are shown below each question:
1. Which argument does the evidence support?

a. both students
2. Is there an alternative claim that would also match the evidence?

a. Maybe just these stars don’t have planets, and we need to keep looking at other stars.
b. Maybe the planets are too dark to see.
c. Maybe they are behind the stars.

3. What additional evidence would Tomi need to better support his claim?
a. photos taken with a better telescope so we can see planets, and/or more photos over time

4. What additional evidence would Kasia need to better support her claim?
a. same, only with no planets



15 min2 · PREPARE TO MODEL THE SYSTEM
MATERIALS: None

Draw out student ideas about collecting data over time. Ask students to share their responses to the Stop and Jot with a partner. Move from
group to group as students discuss. Then bring the class back together to share out ideas.

Say, I heard someone suggest that we take several photos over
time, so that we could catch a planet when it appears.
Consider asking a student to share this idea if you heard
someone specific during the partner talk. Produce a piece
of chart paper and label it “Data We Need to Decide if
There are Planets Around Other Stars.”

Then sketch a timeline (a single x-axis) at the center of the
chart paper (this could also be done on a white board or
blackboard, as you will be making revisions to this graph).
Add about 5 tick marks equally spaced on the line. Leave
room to add a y-axis later. Under the axis, write “Time.”

Then say, So instead of taking just one photo, or data point,
we could collect photo data now (point to a spot a couple of
inches above the first tick), and then again tomorrow (point
to a couple of inches above the second tick), and then again
the next day (point to a couple of inches above the third
tick).

Consider other data we could collect from light. Point to the x-axis on the poster. Say, Okay so we want to collect more data over time. But we
also wanted to collect better data. Then point to the photos of the stars on the slide. Say, Those photos were taken with one of our best
telescopes, the Hubble Space Telescope. So we can’t get evidence by using a better telescope to take photos, at least not with current technology.

Present slide C. Say, But maybe there is something else we could do with our telescopes in addition to taking photos. Light is the only thing we can
detect traveling across space. But we have been considering only one kind of data that we can collect from light - images. The way we got these
images was by collecting the light with a camera at the end of a telescope and looking at what was recorded. But are images the only data we can
collect from light?

Pose the questions on the slide. Ask, What other kinds of data can we collect from starlight besides images? What else have we used to collect light
data in previous units of study? Turn and talk to a partner. As students talk, prepare to chart student ideas on a poster titled “Other Data We
Could Collect from Starlight.”



Ask students to share out. Listen for students to mention light meters, or something about how much light there is, and draw this idea out.
For example, students may say:

We used a device one time to measure the light.
We could see how many light waves there are.
We could use the same thing we used in sixth grade.
We could see how bright the light is.

Students might also mention something about colors, or kinds of light. Keep track of these ideas as well. For example, students may say:
Maybe we could see different kinds of light.
Maybe we could count the different colors of light.

Present slide D. Say, I want to follow up on these ideas about measuring how much light comes from a star. We did something like this before in
One-way Mirror Unit and Cup Design Unit, and Storms Unit, so I have light meters already. Let’s think about how we could use a light meter to collect
data coming from a star over time.

Go back to the poster you created earlier titled “Data We Need to Decide if There are Planets around Other Stars.” Say, Earlier, we were talking
about collecting data over time. Now we are talking about using a light meter, which collects data that we can quantify over time. Sometimes there
will be more light, and sometimes there will be less light. How can I add that to this graph to keep track of how much light is coming from the star?

Look for students to suggest adding a y-axis to the graph.
Students might also suggest a bar graph, or simply writing
the numbers above the appropriate x-axis time point.
Accept all of these responses as legitimate and then say,
Let’s add an axis to keep track of the amount of light that is
coming from the star. Add a y-axis emanating from the
origin of the x-axis and label it “Amount of light from star.”

Plot an initial y-value. Ask, So at our first data point, which we
can call time zero, let’s say we are detecting a certain amount
of light from the star. Let’s plot a data point on the y-axis,
about halfway up to show that initial value, whatever it is.

Present slide E. Say, If there is no planet, and the star is like
our Sun, what would the next data point later in time look like?
Turn and talk to a partner, and then sketch a prediction in your
notebook. After a couple of minutes, ask students to share
their ideas. Look for students to suggest that the light
would not change over time, so it would be the same. Plot
another data point at the first tick mark to show this.

Draw a straight horizontal line about halfway up the y-axis
on the poster in a new color and label it “our prediction if
there is no planet.”



15 min

Present slide F. Say, Here is a photo of Venus and our Sun. We don’t have any photos of exoplanets, but
maybe we can use what is happening in our own solar system to help imagine what we might detect in a
system that had planets orbiting around their star.

Say, If there is a planet like Venus, or even multiple planets, and their star is like our Sun, how would that
impact the amount of light we are getting over time? Would it make a difference? Turn and talk to a partner,
and then sketch a prediction in your notebook. After a couple of minutes, ask students to share their
ideas. Look for students to suggest that there might be more or less light coming from a star at certain
times. Then say, We have a lot of ideas, and we aren’t quite sure if a star having planets going around it will make a difference in the amount of light
we are getting over time. It sounds like we need to know more before we can make a prediction about this.

Consider scale. Say, Let’s make a physical model of a star system to figure this out. I actually have some light meters here, so we can play around
and see what happens when the system has a planet, versus when it does not have a planet.

Say, Tomi suggested that the fact that these star systems are very far away could make it more difficult to observe them. We can’t get far enough
away from our model to be to scale, but we can try to get as far as possible.

Present slide G and point to the review from the Observing Stars at the top:

Say, The closest star to us after the Sun is 25,000,000,000,000 (25 trillion) miles away. The Styrofoam sphere we have been using to represent
Earth is 130 million times smaller than Earth. So at the scale of the models we have been building, we would need to collect data from 197,285 miles
away in order to be really accurate. That’s more than three quarters on the way to the Moon!

Say, We clearly are going to have to compromise on our model again in terms of scale, but let’s see what we can figure out even with that limitation.
Then pose the question on the slide as a Turn and Talk: What could we do to get as far as possible from the model in our own classroom? Look for
students to suggest putting the model in one corner of the classroom and observing from the other corner, or putting the model up high, so
that they are not collecting data from up close. Students might suggest putting the model at one end of the hallway, but discourage this idea.
Tell them that we have to stay within the classroom today. The light meters students are using are not accurate enough to detect changes
from too far away.

Organize students into groups of five to model observing the star system. Make sure that the physical model is set up at the front of the
room. Place the paper lantern shade over the light bulb and stick the one-inch, Styrofoam ball on the skewer.

3 · COLLECT DATA FROM THE MODEL
MATERIALS: Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars, light meter, two empty toilet paper tubes, 1-inch foam sphere, skewer, light bulb, bulb socket, extension cord, plastic clamp

Collect data using the model. Present slide H, and hand out Using light meters to collect data from our model. Give students a couple of
minutes to study the procedures on the slide and/or the handout in their groups before turning off the lights in the classroom. Then ask each
group to get a light meter, two empty toilet paper rolls, and some tape. Each group will also need a stopwatch, or some other way of keeping
track of time intervals (a smartphone will work, as will staring at the classroom clock if it has a second hand).

1. Students should start by setting up their “telescopes.” They will need to tape one roll to the top of the other roll in a
T-shape. One roll will be the telescope mount, and the other will be the telescope.

2. Next, they will need to find a place to set up their telescope where they can observe the star system. Once they set
up the toilet paper roll telescope so that they can see the disk of the lantern inside of it, they should not touch it.
Ideally, they will be far enough away to position the entire disk in their view. They may decide to tape the telescope
to the table to ensure it does not get moved accidentally.



5 min

3. Finally, one student from each group will need to hold the light meter at the end of the telescope. That student, or
another student, should prepare to read off the data from the light meter, while another member of the group
records these values on Using light meters to collect data from our model.

4. Ask one student from each group to hold the stopwatch, or keep track of time intervals in an alternative way. Once
you begin to manipulate the model, this person will need to say something every ten seconds to the person who is
reading data from the light meter.

5. When students are ready to collect data, let them know you are starting to manipulate the model so that the planet
orbits the star. You can say “go” and wave your hand, so that the person with the timer knows to begin timing. Then
begin to slowly move the sphere on the skewer around the globe at a distance of about one foot. Move very slowly,
aiming to complete a full orbit in no less than a minute. Aim to move the sphere one inch each second, so that
students will capture data when the planet is in front of the star. Do at least five orbits so students have a chance to
observe multiple transits of the sphere in front of the lantern.

6. If the class finished early, have students begin graphing their data. Tell them to set up their axes like the ones we
made at the front of the room on the poster titled, “Data We Need to Decide if There are Planets Around Other
Stars.” Ask students to look back at their procedures on Using light meters to collect data from our model to remember
at what interval we collected data, and add five smaller tick marks in between each of the five larger tick marks on
the poster. Explain that these smaller tick marks represent ten seconds, while the larger tick marks represent a
minute. For more guidance, see day 2 below.

4 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Stop and Jot to connect the model to the question. Present slide I and pose the question on the slide as a Stop and Jot: How did
making a physical model of the system help us figure out what patterns to look for if we want to know if real stars have planets around them?

Tell students we will talk more about these next time. Collect students’ notebooks as they leave class to review their Stop and Jot responses.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 12.A Use a model of a star system to generate light curve data to test ideas about what
patterns could indicate the presence of planets orbiting a very distant star in our galaxy.

What to look for/listen for: Review students’ responses. Look for students to recognize that making a physical
model allowed us to imagine/visualize what patterns we would look for in our data. If we can simulate what the
pattern in the data might look like if there is a planet, and also if there isn’t a planet, then we can look for those
same patterns in real data.

What to do: If students are struggling to recognize this, allow a little extra time for the navigation the next time
you meet as a class. After the full class discussion, give students a chance to go back to their Stop and Jots and
add new ideas.

End of day 1



5 min

15 min

5 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: science notebook

Return to the Stop and Jot. Present slide J and remind students about the Stop and Jot. This question engages students in reconnecting what
they have been doing to the question they are trying to answer, so we recommend you structure this as a think/pair/share if you have time.

Give students at least a minute to look back at what they wrote yesterday in their notebooks.
Then ask students to share what they wrote with their partners (or in their groups if they are sitting together) for a minute.
Finally, ask pairs/groups to share out their ideas.

Look for students to suggest that we can see what the data might look like if there is a planet, and also if there isn’t a planet, and then look for
those same patterns in real data.

6 · GRAPH OUR DATA
MATERIALS: science notebook, Argument about Planets Orbiting Other Stars

Set up the graphs. Begin by adding to the poster titled, “Data We Need to Decide if There are Planets Around Other Stars.”

Ask a student to remind the class what each axis
represents, or point it out yourself. The x-axis represents
time. Ask students to look back at their procedures on Using
light meters to collect data from our model to remember at
what interval we collected data. Students should suggest
10 seconds. Add five smaller tick marks in between each of
the five larger tick marks on the poster. Explain that these
smaller tick marks represent ten seconds, while the larger
tick marks represent a minute. Label the larger tick marks 1
minute, 2 minutes, 3 minutes, etc.

Ask students to look at their data again to determine the
highest (maximum) value of lux that they got for any
reading. When a group makes a suggestion, ask other
groups if they got anything higher. Once the class agrees on
a maximum value, add this to the top of the y-axis. Label
the origin as 0.

Students graph data in groups. Present slide K. Set students on graphing their data in their notebooks. Move from group to group to provide
support as necessary.



10 min7 · BUILDING UNDERSTANDING OF LIGHT CURVES
MATERIALS: science notebook

Present discussion questions to guide the discussion. Present slide L. Use these questions to facilitate a discussion to build understanding
around the key ideas listed below.

1. If we could not see the model at the front of the room, how could we tell from our data that there is a planet going around the star?
2. What patterns do we predict we will see in real data that could let us know there is a planet going around the star?

KEY IDEAS If there is a planet going around a star, we will notice a dip in the light coming from the star as the planet passes
in front of it. If there is not a planet going around the star, we will not see these dips.

As students share their ideas and describe the patterns in
their data, sketch a light curve on the poster titled, “Data
We Need to Decide if There are Planets Around Other
Stars.” Use a different color or pattern than the existing line,
which was labeled “our prediction if there is no planet.”
Label the new curve “predicted pattern if there is a planet.”



10 min8 · ANALYZE LIGHT CURVES FROM OTHER STARS
MATERIALS: Does this star system have a planet?, Kepler Light Curve Data

Introduce the light curves. Present slide M. Say, These graphs are called light curves, because they tell us how much light is reaching us from the
star. Add this phrase to the class Word Wall and/or students’ personal glossaries, with a miniature sketch of the graph you just drew next to it.

Then present slide N and say, I have some data from a NASA mission that was active from 2009 to 2018. NASA sent a telescope into space with a
light meter attached to look at thousands of stars and send the light curves back to Earth. It was called Kepler. I’ve got some of the data that Kepler
collected here. NASA scientists distributed the data to people like you as part of a citizen science project to analyze and look for dips in the light
curves.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

The project from which these data were taken is no longer active. But you can use this moment to get students
interested in other citizen science projects on the same Zooniverse platform: https://www.zooniverse.org/projec
ts/ianc2/exoplanet-explorers .

For example, you can say, Citizen science allows people like you and me to participate in real research projects. Some
people even get published in scientific papers from the discoveries they make while participating in the data analysis
efforts for these projects! You can explore the Zooniverse website if you are interested in analyzing data as part of a
research project. It’s so easy. For example, you can help classify galaxies, record bird sightings, or look for leopards in
photographs.

Hand out copies of Kepler Light Curve Data to each group, and Does this star system have a planet? to each student and present slide O. Have
students cut out the light curves into cards so they can sort them into three groups: yes, no, and ,aybe. Ask students to look through the light
curves together and decide whether or not they think there might be a planet there. If they agree there is probably a planet, they should put
the curve in the “yes” pile. If they agree there is not a planet, they should put the curve in the “no” pile. If they are not sure, they should put
the curve in the “maybe” pile. Students should record the stars in each pile using Does this star system have a planet?, or in their notebook as
shown on the slide.

If there is time after students have sorted their light curves, present slide P and ask students to consider: How are the light curves with planets
different from one another, and what might those differences represent? Look for students to talk about how some dips are deeper and/or some
dips are farther apart.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

It is not important which of the piles students sort these stars into. As students are working, they may find it is
often hard to determine whether or not a star has a planet system because of low signal-to-noise ratios. In
other words, the dip in the planet might be the same size as the messiness in the data. Encourage students to
embrace this uncertainty and put these data in the “maybe” pile. This messiness is part of science.

https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/ianc2/exoplanet-explorers


5 min9 · NAVIGATION AND EXIT TICKET
MATERIALS: None

Look at an interactive of Kepler candidates. Present slide Q. Ask, What did you figure out today about our lesson question: How can we use
light to detect whether there are planets around other stars? Turn and talk to a partner.

Present slide R. Say, It seems like we found a lot of exoplanets out there, and we were only looking at a small portion of data from the Kepler
mission. Let’s take a look at a dynamic infographic that shows some of the star systems discovered by the Kepler mission using this light curve analysis
method, which scientists call the transit method. This will give us a better idea of how many systems are out there. Direct students to https://archive.
nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/science/space/keplers-tally-of-planets.html , or pull it up on a computer that you can project at
the front of the room. Ask students to be ready to share some noticings.

Quickly scroll through the systems, noticing how many systems Kepler discovered, and how many planets there are in each system. Elicit
student noticings. Highlight ideas about how many different kinds of systems there are, and how each system is different.
Say, By the time the Kepler telescope was retired in 2018, it had observed over half a million stars, and detected evidence for 2,662 planets.

ADDITIONAL
GUIDANCE

Astronomers discover new planets every year. As of May, 2020, NASA reported 4,158 planets discovered
around 3,081 stars, the majority of which were found using Kepler over the course of its 9-year mission.
Consider going to the NASA website to get the most recent numbers for students. Go to https://exoplanets.nas
a.gov/ for recent counts.

Exit ticket. Say, Do you think Kepler found every possible planet? Present slide R and ask them to complete the exit ticket on their own
before leaving class: Can a light curve tell us for sure whether there is a planet going around a star or not? Why? Make sure students have

written their names on their exit tickets and collect them before they leave class.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 12.B Consider the limitations of using light curves to detect planets passing in front of a star
that is so distant we cannot see the system directly and evaluate how this might affect the accuracy of the
conclusions we draw from the data about the prevalence of other star systems.

What to look/listen for: Collect the exit tickets. Look for students to begin to recognize some of the limitations
of this kind of data collection. For example, students may say:

The data are messy, which can sometimes obscure real dips in the light.
We will only be able to see planets if they are angled correctly toward us.
If a planet is really small, we still might not be able to see it.
If a planet is super far away, like Neptune or Pluto, it might not be going fast enough for us to see a
transit within a single human lifetime.

What to do:
If you notice any of these limitations emerging from student responses, make note of the student and be ready
to ask this student to share next time during the limitations discussion.

End of day 2

https://archive.nytimes.com/www.nytimes.com/interactive/science/space/keplers-tally-of-planets.html
https://exoplanets.nasa.gov/


13 min10 · NAVIGATION AND LIMITATIONS DISCUSSION
MATERIALS: None

Return to the exit tickets. Present slide R again with the exit ticket prompt: Can a light curve tell you for sure whether there is a planet going
around a star or not? Why? Use the exit ticket prompt to facilitate a discussion to build understanding around the key ideas listed below.
Record these ideas on chart paper, with the title “Limitations of the Transit Light Curve Method for Providing Evidence for Planets around
Other Stars.”

KEY IDEAS Purpose of this discussion: The purpose of this discussion is to explore a limitation of the transit method of
exoplanet detection, and consider how this might affect the accuracy of conclusions made from the data. This
is an important element of the NGSS Science and Engineering Practice of Analyzing and Interpreting Data. This
is important for the development of the storyline of this unit, because it supports the idea that space is so vast,
and that we have explored just a small part of it.

Listen for these ideas:
The data are messy, which can sometimes obscure real dips in the light.
We will only be able to see planets if they are angled correctly toward us.
If a planet is really small, we still might not be able to see it.

If students struggle to notice that the angle of the star system will limit the
conclusions we can make, use slide S to scaffold this conversation, and ask
students to turn and talk about the question on the slide: Will there be a difference
in data collected from these two star systems? Why or why not?

Display slide S. Say, We noticed a serious limitation for this method of data
collection: it can only see star systems with an orientation to us that allows us to see
the planet passing in front of the star! How do you think this might affect how many
systems we can find using this method for detecting planets? Turn and talk to a
partner.

Ask students to share out. Highlight ideas about how we might be missing
exoplanets. Say, It sounds like there are probably a lot more star systems with
planets orbiting them out there than we even know about.



20 min11 · ASSESSMENT
MATERIALS: Light Curve Data Assessment

Complete an individual assessment. Present slide T. Say, In Lesson 4, we saw what
happens in our solar system when Venus passes in front of the Sun. Here is a composite
(time-lapse) photo of Venus passing in front of the Sun from Lesson 4. Can someone explain
what is happening in this photo?

Look for a student to point out that Venus is passing in front of the Sun, and that a
photographer took several photos over time and put them together.

Present slide U. Say, We can also measure how much sunlight we see as this is happening.
This graph shows how much sunlight we observed coming from the Sun, as Venus appeared
to cross the disk of the Sun from our perspective. Let’s take a moment to figure out what is
happening here.

Point to the first image of Venus as it passes in front of the Sun. Say, When Venus first
starts crossing the Sun here, this is how much light we detected using light meters. Then point
down to the graph. Make sure that students can link the images with the graph before
handing out the assessment.

Hand out Light Curve Data Assessment.

ASSESSMENT
OPPORTUNITY

Building towards: 12.C Students compare two arguments about whether or not other star systems include
planets, analyze the use of evidence to decide what additional evidence is needed to support either argument,
and use patterns in the data to provide that evidence.

What to look for/listen for: Look for students to use light curve patterns from the lesson to support Tomi’s
argument.

What to do: If students are struggling to use evidence to support a claim, they may need more support around
argumentation. Use probing questions to clarify their thinking, for example:

How do you know this pattern supports the argument?
Why does this pattern support the argument?



5 min

7 min

12 · ADD TO OUR PROGRESS TRACKER
MATERIALS: science notebook

Add to the Progress Tracker. Project slide V. Have the students work individually to add a row to their Progress Tracker to note what they
have discovered about the systems around other stars. As always, do not score the Progress Tracker, but rather use it as a way to formatively
assess what your students have figured out to this point. One sample idea that students may list regarding what they figured out is shown
here:

Question / Lesson # What I figured out

How can we use light
to observe planets
around other stars?
(Lesson 12)

Many of the stars we see in the sky also have systems around them with planets.

13 · NAVIGATION
MATERIALS: (optional) New York Times: Kepler, the Little NASA Spacecraft That Could, No Longer Can

Debrief about the Progress Trackers. Present slide W and ask the question on the slide.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

What did you end up adding to your Progress Trackers that you didn’t
have in there before?

I added systems around the stars in the sky, with planets.



Introduce the word exoplanet. Present slide X. Say, Now that we know there are systems with planets around other stars, let’s talk about how we
can easily refer to these other planets using some new vocabulary. We have been using the word extraterrestrial to describe life that doesn’t live on
Earth. Extra means beyond, and terra means Earth in Latin. So an extra-terrestrial lives beyond Earth. These planets are beyond our solar system, so
what do you think we could call them? Turn and talk to a partner about what you think we should call these planets. Elicit a couple of student ideas.
Look for students to suggest things like:

extra-terrestrial planets
extra-solar system planets
extra-systemic planets
extra-sun planets
extrasolar planets

Say, You all think just like astronomers did when they first started finding these planets in the 1990s. Some astronomers called them extrasolar
planets because they were outside of the solar system. Some called them exosolar planets, which was just a shorter version. Over time this became
even shorter: exoplanets. Scientists now think that almost every star in the sky hosts at least one exoplanet!

Add the word exoplanet to the Word Wall or personal glossary, next to the definition: A planet that is not in our solar system.

Decide where to go next. Say, So we know that there are a lot of star systems out there with exoplanets. But let’s think about why we started
investigating exoplanets in the first place. What was the question we wanted to answer? Look for students to suggest something about
extraterrestrial life.

Suggested prompt Sample student response

Has this answered our questions about if there is life in the Universe? No, we still don’t know if there is life in the Universe.

No, but it increases the odds that there might be.

What additional data would we need about each of these exoplanets
to determine if there could be life on any of them?

What are the planets like?

Do they have water on them?

Do they have the other molecules needed for life on them?

Are there any communication signals coming from the exoplanets?

Say, It sounds like we want to get some additional data about what these planets are like, so we can figure out which ones are more likely to have life
on them. We looked at the light directly using photographs, and we measured how much light there was using light meters. Data about light are the
only data we have, though. Is there anything else light can tell us? Have we gotten all the information we can from the starlight passing over these
exoplanets?

Turn and talk and respond to an exit ticket about changing light. Show slide Y. We decided earlier that we needed to be able to see change over
time in order to detect an exoplanet. How else can light change over time, other than how much light we measure? Can we brainstorm some other
ways that light could change that we might be able to measure? What have you observed in your own life where you have seen light change over
time? What do you think is causing those changes? Ask students to turn and talk for a moment and then respond to the prompts as an exit
ticket so that you can look through them. Listen for students to mention color.

Assign optional home learning. Ask students to read New York Times: Kepler, the Little NASA Spacecraft That Could, No Longer Can as home
learning to find out more about the Kepler Mission and other NASA missions to discover exoplanets using the transit method.


